
Speed of Systems
The drawback of scaling the magnitude of direction vectors to the same length is that we lose all
information about the speed of the system. Speed information is important since it tells how ”fast”
at each point the system is moving. Furthermore, speed information can assist us in spotting fixed
points.

One solution is to apply a color-scale to represent different speeds of direction vectors. For the
system in Example 1, we will use red for fast moving vectors and green for slow moving vectors.
The light green color indicates that the system slows down and approaches to a fixed point.

Applications to Dynamical Systems
Many interesting systems are nonlinear and therefore are very hard to solve analytically. Examples
include the Rössler System and the Lorenz System (the latter is better known as the ”Butterfly
Model”).

Rössler System Lorenz System
x′(t) = −y(t)− z(t) x′(t) = σ · (y(t)− x(t))
y′(t) = x(t) + a · y(t) y′(t) = x(t) · (ρ− z(t))− y(t)
z′(t) = b + z(t) · (x(t)− c) z′(t) = x(t) · y(t)− β · z(t)
a = 0.2, b = 0.2, c = 5.7 σ = 10, ρ = 28, β = 8

3
x(0) = 4, y(0) = 0, z(0) = 0 x(0) = 2, y(0) = 0, z(0) = 4
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As mentioned earlier, costs of computing arrow objects require careful considerations. Below are
2 tables of costs comparison of different arrow objects.

Arrow Type # of Triangles # of Rectangles # of Hexagons Total # of Points
Hexagon-based 6 6 2 54
Square-based 2 4 0 22

Hybrid 3 3 2 33

Table 1: Costs Comparison of 3 Types of Arrow Objects

# of Arrows Square− based Hybrid Hexagon− based
100 0.016 0.031 0.047

1000 0.266 0.375 0.453
5000 1.687 1.766 2.594

10000 3.078 4.172 5.125
50000 15.875 20.047 25.828

100000 31.844 40.562 51.641

Table 2: Timings (in CPU seconds) for generating arrows as Maple POLYGON objects

Direction Fields
• Consider the region [a1, b1]× [a2, b2]× [a3, b3] in 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinates.

• Let D be the set of all points in the region where a direction vector needs to be computed at that
point. D can be constructed by either using a regular grid in 3-D or by randomly generating
points in [a1, b1]× [a2, b2]× [a3, b3] in 3-D. Visually, random arrows look better, as shown in
the example.

• For every point (xi, yi, zi) in D, the corresponding direction vector is computed as

〈f (xi, yi, zi), g(xi, yi, zi), h(xi, yi, zi)〉
In some systems, the magnitudes of direction vectors vary greatly. To avoid this, we scale the
vectors to the same length.

• Repeatedly call the function that computes the direction vector at every point in D.

Example 1: Consider the system

x′(t) = −1
4x(t) + y(t)

y′(t) = −x(t)− 1
4y(t)

z′(t) = −1
4z(t)

x(0) = 3, y(0) = 5, z(0) = 5

One can see that this system has a fixed point at (0, 0, 0). Now let’s try looking at the direction
field.

Introduction
Systems of differential equations play an essential role in the study of dynamical systems and
mathematical modeling. An important tool for studying systems of differential equations is the
direction field. The direction field gives a graphical representation of the dynamics of the system
without solving it analytically or numerically.

Consider the 3-Dimensional autonomous system:

x′(t) = f (x, y, z)
y′(t) = g(x, y, z)
z′(t) = h(x, y, z)

where x, y, z ∈ R.

Given one point (xi, yi, zi) in the domain, we can draw an arrow at this point in the direction
〈f (xi, yi, zi), g(xi, yi, zi), h(xi, yi, zi)〉. Such an arrow is tangent to the solution curve at the point
(xi, yi, zi). The collection of all these arrows is often called the direction field. By following the
arrows in the direction field, we can get a good approximation to the Initial Value Problem(s)
as well as a qualitative visualization of the behavior of the system. The DEplot command in
Maple can create a direction field of a 2-dimensional autonomous system with additional options if
specified. In this poster, we extend this functionality to 3-dimensions and enhance the visualization
by using animations with a computer demo.

Design of Direction Vectors
The key elements in the construction of a direction field are designing a set of 3-D arrow ob-
jects that represent the direction field. The cost of computing these arrows needs to be carefully
considered. As a result, we present the following 3 designs.

•Hexagon-based Arrows
This type of arrow objects consists of a cylinder with a regular hexagon base as the arrow body
and a hexagonal pyramid as the arrow head.

• Square-based Arrows
We take rectangles and triangles intersecting orthogonally and attach them to a square base. The
cost of computing arrows is reduced without losing too much visually.

•Hybrid Arrows
Combining the advantages from the above 2 types of arrow objects, we can easily design a
hexagon-based arrow with a lower cost compared to the first type.

Mathematical Operations
Common manipulations (simplify,
factor, expand,…) Right-click expression and select from menu

Solve equations Right-click equation Solve

Solve numerically (floating-point) Right-click equation Numerically Solve 

Solve ODE Right-click DE expression Solve DE Interactively

Integrate, differentiate Right-click expression Integrate or Differentiate

Evaluate expression at a point Right-click expression Evaluate at a Point

Create a matrix or vector Matrix palette Choose Insert

Invert, transpose, solve matrix
Right-click matrix Standard Operations select
Inverse, Transpose, ...

Evaluate as floating-point Right-click expression Approximate

Various operations and tasks Use Task Templates: Tools Tasks Browse

Expressions vs. Functions
Operations Expression x2+y2 Function (operator) g(x,y) = x2+y2

Definition !"#$"%&'"(")&'* +"#$",%-)."/0""%&'()&'*

Evaluate at x=1, y=2 1234,!-"5%$6-)$'7.*"produces 5 +,6-'.*"produces 5

3-D plot for x from 0 to 1, y from 0 to 1 849:;<,!-%$=>>6-)$=>>6.* 849:;<,+,%-).-%$=>>6-)$=>>6.*

Conversion to other form
!'"#$"?@3884),!-%-).*

!',6-'.*

produces 5

+'"#$"+,%-6.*""

+'"("A*

produces x2+1+z

Units and Tolerances

Add units to value or expression
Place cursor to right of quantity. Use Units (SI) or 
Units (FPS) palette or right-click Units Affix unit.

Add arbitrary unit from Units (SI) or Units (FPS) palette and
enter desired unit

Simplify units in an expression Right-click expression Units Simplify

Convert units Right-click expression Units Convert

Enable automatic units simplification BC:D,E@C:F5G:3@<3H<7.*

Enable tolerance calculations BC:D,I941H3@J1F.*

Tolerance quantity in 2-D Math !"#$ %&% for 9 ± 1.1

Tolerance quantity in 1-D Math K"L(/"6>6* for 9 ± 1.1

Input and Output
Interactive data import assistant Tools Assistants Import Data

Import audio or image file Tools Assistants Import Data

Code generation (C, FORTRAN,
Java, Visual Basic®, MATLAB®)

Right-click expression Language Conversions. 
See ?CodeGeneration for help and details.

Publish document in HTML, PDF,
LaTeX, or Microsoft® Word-RTF

File Export As select HTML, PDF, LaTeX, 
or Rich Text Format

Select Interactive Tools and Utilities
Quick introductory tour Help Take a Tour of Maple

Show available task templates Tools Tasks Browse

Plot Builder
Right-click expression Plots Plot Builder, 
or Tools Assistants Plot Builder

ODE Analyzer Tools Assistants ODE Analyzer

Data Analysis Assistant Tools Assistants Data Analysis

Unit Conversion utility Tools Assistants Units Calculator

Back-Solving Assistant Tools Assistants BackSolver

Apply numeric formatting Right-click expression Numeric Formatting

Maple Portal Help      Manuals, Resources and more 
Maple Portal

Manuals Help Manuals, Resources, and more Manuals

Graphing Calculator Interface Installs as separate program. Launch from Start
Maple Maple Calculator

Interactive education tutors for 
topics in Calculus, Precalculus, 
and Linear Algebra

Tools Tutors
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Important Maple Syntax
#$ Assignment 3#$'*"M#$;(%*"J#$3(M* produces 5 + x for J

$ Mathematical equation F9421,'N%"("3"$"6-%.* produces x =
1-a
—
2

$ Boolean equality C!"3"$"="":D1@"O

Suppress display of output Terminate command with a colon, e.g. 6===P"#

[ ]  List (ordered) A#$5J-"M-"37*"A567* produces c

{ } Set (unordered, no duplicates) Q3-"M-"3-"JR* produces {a,b,c }

Display help on topic S:98CJ
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Plotting and Animation
Plot an existing expression - click expression Plots Plot Builder

Plot new expression Tools Assistants Plot Builder

Add new expression to existing plot Highlight and drag expression into plot

Add annotations to plots Click on plot, then on the toolbar

Animation and parameter plots for 
functions of several variables

Right-click expression Plots Plot Builder
and select a plot type
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